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Oral History Interview with Steve Seibring
on February 4, 2016

Conducted by Meg Miner, Illinois Wesleyan Archivist

00:00:13 - Steve Seibring introducing himself

00:01:21 - Seibring discussing "Minor's spirit"

00:05:10 - Seibring on Minor's little knowledge of a lot of things

00:11:30 - Seibring on Minor valuing the traditional liberal arts

00:14:13 - Seibring discussing Minor's strong opinion on his vision for the University

00:22:07 - Seibring on what Minor thought of rankings

00:29:53 - Seibring on Minor having as strong of an opinion on how he wanted other parts of the University as he did for the library

00:39:00 - Seibring on Minor starting the Alumni Office

00:47:21 - Seibring on Minor's knowledge of the direction the University was going at the time of his death